FLUG - U. FAHRZUEUGWERKE A.G.

DIAMANT 16.5

ABOUT THE DIAMANT:

THE DESIGN OF THIS SWISS MANUFACTURED, SINGLE SEAT, HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANE STARTED IN 1960. SINCE THAT TIME, THE DIAMANT HAS BEEN PRODUCED IN THREE MAJOR VARIANTS, WITH SEVERAL SUB-MODELS UNDER EACH TYPE. THE MAJOR TYPES ARE AS FOLLOWS:


- 16.5: TRULY THE FIRST ENTIRELY COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT TO SEE PRODUCTION STATUS. A TOTAL OF 25 WERE PRODUCED WITH 23 KNOWN TO BE CURRENTLY "AIRWORTHY". THROUGHOUT THE LATE 60'S AND EARLY 70'S THIS WAS ONE OF THE TOP SHIPS OF CHOICE FOR COMPETITION FLYING.

- 18: FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DESIGN RESULTED IN THE WING BEING STRENGTHENED FROM 16.5 M TO 18 M. THE RUDDER WAS ALSO INCREASED IN SIZE TO ACCOMMODATE THE ADDITIONAL WING AREA. BASICALLY THE ULTIMATE RACER IN THE SERIES WHEN PRODUCTION WAS TERMINATED IN 1971.

PERFORMANCE SPECS:

- WINGSPAN: 54.2 FT.
- LENGTH: 24.7 FT.
- HEIGHT: 4.35 FT.
- WING AREA: 143.0 SF.
- ASPECT RATIO: 20.5
- VNE: 150 MPH
- STALL SPEED: 47 MPH
- MAX GROSS WT: 900 LBS.
- BEST L/D: 45 TO 1 @ 60 MPH
- MIN SINK: 1.71 FT/SEC @ 47 MPH
- AIRFOIL: WORTMAN FX62-153 MOD.
SOME HISTORICAL FACTS ABOUT THIS DIAMANT: 16.5

**2ND ONE MADE**

- Successfully completed factory flight tests in Altenrhein, Switzerland, on 29 May 1967.

- Entered United States on 12 June 1967 as "N1193", accepted by Mr. George Moffat Jr. of Elizabeth, N.J.


- Entered in 34th Annual U.S. National Soaring Championships, Marfa, Texas 04-14 July 1967, where Mr. Moffat flew it to an overall 4th place finish.

- Temporary grounding of entire diamant fleet, on 2 October 1967, due to defective push rods on the dive brakes, and the landing gear actuating mechanisms.

- The aircraft is offered for sale and is purchased by Mr. Walter R. Talalas of Akron, Ohio in October of 1968.

- In February of 1969, flutter problems arise in the camber changing flaps restricting the airspeed to 110 MPH until counterbalances are installed.

- The F.A.A. issues a "Standard" airworthiness certificate for this type on 01 July 1969.

- As the new 18 meter diamants are entering the country an attempt is made to increase the performance of 16.5 meter ships by having the 18 meter wingtip extensions grafted in place.

- Flight Level 17 (17,000' M.S.L.) is achieved by Mr. Talalas in wave lift on 02 November 1969.

- Mr. Talalas had entered the sailplane in the region 5 soaring meet in Chester, S.C. from 02 April to 07 April 1969. (The results of which have been lost to history)

- During the end of May 1969, Mr. Talalas participated in the Wright Memorial glider meet. (Again the results have been lost to history)

- The ship made a return trip to Marfa, Texas in June of 1969 and a trip to Champaign, Ill. in late September.

- Records indicate that the sailplane was not flown from the end of September 1969 until June of 1972. When it was purchased by Mr. George Nash of Kingsville, Texas.

- Extensive rework/finishing accomplished by Mr. Nash during the winter of 1972-1973

- Aircraft purchased by Mr. Robert Elm and Mr. George Metts on 03 February 1973.

- Aircraft purchased by Mr. Paul Corbettof Glendale, Calif. in February of 1975.

- A third refinishing of the aircraft was undertaken from December 1975 until April 1976.

- The aircraft was not operated from September 1977 through August 1978.

- The aircraft was sold again to a Mr. Rachenhusas Romas of Studio City, Calif. In September of 1978. No records of Mr. Rachenhusas flying the sailplane exist and the aircraft logs indicate that a Mr. A.D. Cumming obtained the ship in June of 1978.

- After about 100 Hrs. Mr. Cumings also refinishing the fuselage and sold the ship to Mr. Larry Hilderbrand of Northridge, Calif.

- Mr. Hilderbrand enjoyed about 40 Hrs. in the ship including some high altitude mountain wave flights, auto tows, and many desert flights.

- In August of 1993, after one failed attempt in July, Mr. Art Babiarz, Jr. negotiated the country from Mohrsville, Penna to Northridge, Calif. In his Pontiac Transport (having over 106,000 Miles on it at the start of the sojourn) as he finally obtained a dream he had pursued since February of 1970 as he, his wife, his financial guide (i.e. father) and two sons returned to Mohrsville, pulling the 30 trailer 2,674.7 Miles.

- The sailplane has been thoroughly worked over and relicensed in the original "experimental" category for exhibition of its classic lines.

-ROMAS (1ST NAME)